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Goldilocks and the three bears
They decided to look around some more and when they got upstairs to
the bedroom, Papa bear growled, "Someone's been sleeping in my
bed,"
"Someone's been sleeping in my bed, too" said the Mama bear
"Someone's been sleeping in my bed and she's still there!" exclaimed
Baby bear.
Just then, Goldilocks woke up and saw the three bears. She screamed,
"Help!" And she jumped up and ran out of the room. Goldilocks ran
down the stairs, opened the door, and ran away into the forest. And
she never returned to the home of the three bears.
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Goldilocks: a Credit
bull market story

Goldilocks is still comfortably sleeping in the “small bed”
Watch out for the 3 bears
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Fixed income is more than ever the backbone of global portfolios
Risk aversion, regulatory changes, demographics and zero rates the main reasons
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Global QE caused a structural o/w of Credit and low-vol passive
QE created a scarcity effect on government bonds and tamed macro volatility
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Credit markets huge growth outpaced market trading capacity
Investors with daily liquidity now control a big portion of the market
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The yield desert is the most relevant legacy burden of the GFC
European sovereign and IG average yield is now about 0.35%, just 20 bps above 2016 lows
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The search for yield reshaped European Credit markets
The structure of the Credit market has undergone profound transformations
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Tamed macro volatility promoted Passive/Momentum mentality
The US$2 TRL rotation after GFC exposes the market to the risk of larger drawdowns
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Goldilocks - Conclusions
 10Y on from the GFC, Fixed income is more than ever the backbone of global portfolios, having increased it relative
weight towards Equity on the back of rising risk aversion, demographic trends, supportive regulations and zero rates on
bank accounts.
 The implementation of ultra-expansionary monetary policies has flooded the Global Bond market with liquidity by Central
banks and FX reserve managers, which today hold in their portfolios about 39% of the market ($TRL 22 out of a market
capitalization of $TRL 57). Together with commercial banks (14% of the market), they control more than half of the market
(53%), much more than in the past. The resulting depressing effect on government yields and tamed macro volatility have
forced a structural and significant overweight In Credit and promoted a complacent attitude to passive management.
 Huge demand for Credit products, and low all-in funding costs for the corporate sector, allowed a dimensional jump of Credit
markets size, which has not been followed by a proportional increase in trading volumes. As a consequence, liquidity risks
are definitely higher today, taking also into account the growing importance of investors with daily liquidity requirements.
 In Europe, where monetary policy normalizations has never started, the yield desert is the most important legacy burden
of the GFC. Credit markets are still the only credible source of income
 The search for yield has reshaped Global Credit Markets in a more speculative direction. Not only markets have tripled
or quadrupled in size with no parallel growth in markets trading capacity, but the structure is biased towards higher duration
and lower credit quality.
 Passive and momentum-driven strategies have dominated since the end of the GFC, especially in Equity, where
the risk of big and quick drawdowns is higher today as a consequence.
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Baby Bear: the Credit
Cycle

2018 euro Credit returns were negative almost everywhere
Excess returns even worse. Dispersion and decompression on the rise
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2018 was essentially about poor market technicals
Worse year since the GFC in terms of flows
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Widening spreads triggered anxiety about the end of the cycle
Global credit cycle past his top. Us Credit-Rates-Equity sequencing completed in 2018
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Many measures of leverage and credit quality are worrying
Us IG gross leverage and mid-tier loans close to record. European HY shows worrying signs.
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Margin pressures are slowing down earning growth globally
Prepare for more earning revisions and company shareholder friendly activity
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Credit standards and demand for new credit are deteriorating
First net tightening in US C&I since 1Q16. Demand for credit weaker in all categories
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Leverage loans and primary markets are the most “late-cycle”
New issue LL 1st lien leverage at record levels. Structures quality at record lows
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Credit cycle is turning. 2019 YTD tightening is a bear-market rally
Bear markets develop in stages but the time between spread troughs and Recession varies
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Market behavior in 2018 looked in line with a Bear market start
The period between the last FED hike and the first cut is the worst one for credit spreads
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Default rate environment is still benign but will get worse in 2020
DR should remain low in 2019 but rising more rapidly in the following 2 years
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Credit trends - Conclusions
 2018 Credit absolute and excess returns were negative almost everywhere, driven mostly by poor technicals (retail outflows). Dispersion and Decompression
were generally on the rise.
 After almost 3 years of mispricing, global credit spreads finally retraced wider and ended the year at or above their median or fair values. European spread
looked cheaper in relative terms by a corporate fundamental standpoint, but EU HY spreads were penalized by the weaker macro environment and EU IG spreads
by the end of the CSPP program.
 US Equity collapse in December completed the Credit-Rates-Equity sequencing initiated in February 2018 with US IG spread lows. We now think that the Credit
Cycle is inverting as confirmed by multiple red-flashing late-cycle signals. 2019 YTD recovery should be regarded as a tactical rebound, more powerful than
envisage because of the 180 degrees pivot in central banks attitude. Prepare for new spread highs in the second half of 2019, close to the highs of the cycle (700800 bps) or higher in case of a US Recession.
 Most measures of Leverage are worrying: Us corporate debt/GDP ratio is at record levels, US IG gross leverage is very close to the highs and US HY net leverage is
close to the peak. Euro HY net leverage has risen very quickly during the last 2 quarters, and it’s been growing steadily in 2018, with strong debt y/y growth and
stagnant Revenue/Ebitda growth. At the same time the structure of IG markets today is weaker than in the past, with a much larger presence of BBB which in many
cases show even a lower implied rating.
 2019 EPS growth is slowing down significantly versus 2018, driven lower by margin pressures on the back of rising cost-inflation. On top of that, decelerating
growth has driven larger negative revisions to EPS forecast globally, another signpost of the cycle inversion. Shareholder friendly activity is at record levels to
reflect this, which impairs credit profiles.
 Leverage loans and Primary markets are the most advanced in the Cycle, in terms of 1 st lien leverage, rating quality, covenant structure, debt
cushions
 Bear Credit Markets tend to develop in stages, with tactical rebounds in between. We are probably between stage 2 and stage 3, in the midst of
the large GDP and EPS negative revisions which will restart the negative trend.
 Market behaviour so far is in line with previous Bear markets, or even more negative. The period between the last FED hike and the first cut is
historically the worst for credit spreads.
 The Default rate environment is still benign overall and we are not expecting a significant increase in DR in 2019. However, Default rates will
probably start to increase more materially in 2020 and market will move to price that in the second half of 2019
 Short Duration HY is going to be the only balanced solution to invest in Credit in 2019 from a risk-reward perspective. After the recent sell-off,
valuations have improved significantly and currently show the most attractive Yield per unit of volatility. Negative convexity risks less important now,
but always to be monitored.
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Mummy Bear: the
Economic Cycle

The longest expansion on record since WW2
The US economy has just entered “Downturn” phase and unemployment rate is at 1969 lows
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FED normalization happened at different levels
Monetary policy approached “neutrality”. Forward guidance gradually fading
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Global growth quickly decelerating, driven by new orders
US De-synchronization is over. Labor market and consumer confidence key supports
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World trade is not the key risk to Us Economy at the moment
Current conditions for consumption and housing are heading south, delinquencies rising
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Slowdown is shaking confidence, sparking Recession fears
Recession risks rising very quickly, GDP downgrades will continue to put pressure on rates
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Recession risks looked over-priced in the s/t at the end of 2018
However credit spreads behaved more in line with the past
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Monetary policy now restrictive in market view
Market pricing FED cuts already in 2019. EM CBs will follow. ECB delaying normalization
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Monetary and fiscal stimulus back on the agenda
QT probably ending in 2019. US, Europe, China to the rescue
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Macro trends - Conclusions
 The longest expansion on record since WW2: the US economy is in extended expansion and unemployment rate is at 1969 lows. The
inversion of US 3m-10y (-10 bps) is a warning sign in view of a potential inversion of the 2y-10Y(now +24), which has anticipated each of
the 9 recessions since 1957 with a time-lag of 13 to 19 months.
 Global growth is decelerating rapidly: US desynchronization over and China PMI flirts with contraction territory. World trade
deceleration is a significant headwind but should not be the major risk to US and Global economy, which is the maturity of the US credit
cycle
 FED normalization paused: monetary policy approached “neutrality” and Forward guidance reduced. Powell language is becoming more
dovish and market is pricing an increasing probability of a FED cut in H219 (now 75% for July meeting and 92% for September
meeting). BS reduction will slow down in H219 and the FED will become net buyer of Treasuries again in 2020.
 Monetary policy easing is now regarded as a global trend: ECB is expected to delay and extend its Deposit rate adjustment and has
just provided more generous term on its new liquidity measures (TLTRO3). China moved from deleveraging to re-leveraging and it’s
prepared to increase its fiscal stimulus in case of escalating trade tensions. 2019 was expected to be a record year in terms of number of
EM central banks rising rates, but most CBs are now expected to cut rates. G4 central bank balance sheet contraction will end in
2019.
 The current slowdown is sparking Recession fears: US real rates are now coming down and econometric models are pointing to a
growing probability of Recession in 2020. Recession risks are mounting for H220 but were generally overpriced (in the short term) at the
end of last year
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Daddy Bear: the
Liquidity Crisis

Liquidity is shrinking in each and every asset class
Turnover measures are falling in Rates, Equities and across the credit spectrum
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Credit Liquidity is becoming more concentrated
The big gap between market size and dealers b/s is hampering the ability to trade
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Awareness of liquidity risks is spreading around
Beware of the “Willy el Coyote” moment
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Synthetics are back
CDS volumes are rising compared to cash on lower bid-offer, especially indices
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CDS liquidity is countercyclical
CDS index volumes and relative performance correlate positively with volatility
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Idiosyncratic risks are rising in all the tradable asset classes
3Sigma moves are becoming more frequent and Dispersion is back
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Implied spread volatility and curve steepening back in May
Market pricing increasing levels of dispersion, i.e. idiosyncratic risks.
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Credit challenges - Conclusions
 Liquidity is shrinking in each asset class (-10%-40% depending on the cases).
 Credit markets show a dangerous disconnect between the huge dimensional shift registered since the GFC and market
negotiation capacity, where the buy-side is universally long Credit and Street inventories are more and more insignificant.
Liquidity is concentrated in a sub-set of the market.
 Awareness of liquidity risks is rising among the investors, worried about the end of the “easy money”. Beware of the “Wily El
Coyote” moment
 On the back of liquidity risks and market weakness, Synthetics are back. Volumes on Credit indexes, in particular, have been
rising rapidly in periods of stress, allowing much lower bid-offer spreads
 CDS Liquidity is countercyclical: index volumes and relative performance tend to correlate positively with volatility, as
testified by the recent evolution of IG and HY basis.
 2018 was a record year in terms of surprises (3 Sigma moves) in all the main asset classes, while since the second half
2017 we have seen a wave of negative idiosyncratic events in the Credit markets. Credit spread widening happened
largely with a fall in correlation, which means there’s something organic to Credit in the front-seat. These are signs of a
regime change.
 Volatility has risen on average in Credit. Extreme volatility in latest part of 2018 has triggered more pricing of
idiosyncratic risk in IG and a temporary correlation spike in HY. Early signs of a transition from idiosyncratic to
systematic ?
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Disclaimer
For Italy
This information material has been prepared for information purposes only. It is CONFIDENTIAL AND INTENDED SOLELY FOR PROFESSIONAL OR
QUALIFIED INVESTORS. It is therefore forbidden to reproduce and distribute it to retail investors and to the public.
This documentation has not been filed in Consob pursuant to art. 101 of Legislative Decree 58/98 and subsequent amendments.
Past performance is no guarantee of future results. The value and income derived from investments can go up or down.

For others European Union countries
This presentation is intended for marketing and information purposes only. It is not intended as an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any
product or other specific service. The services mentioned here are subject to legal restrictions in some countries and can therefore not be offered on an
unrestricted basis throughout the world. All information, opinions and services indicated in this presentation are subject to change without notice. The
general explanations included in this presentation cannot address your personal investment objectives, your financial situation as well as your financial
needs. Lemanik Asset Management does not provide legal or tax advice and this presentation does not constitute such advice. Lemanik Asset
Management strongly recommends to all persons considering the products or services described in this presentation to obtain appropriate independent
legal, tax and other professional advice. Although all pieces of information and opinions expressed in this presentation were obtained from sources believed
to be reliable and in good faith, neither representation nor warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy or completeness. This presentation may
not be reproduced or distributed without the permission of Lemanik Asset Management.

For Switzerland
The state of the origin of the Fund is Luxembourg. This document may only be distributed in or from Switzerland to qualified investors within the meaning of
Art. 10 Para. 3, 3bis and 3ter CISA. The Representative in Switzerland is ACOLIN Fund Services AG, Stadelhoferstrasse 18, CH-8001 Affolternstrasse 56,
CH-8050 Zurich, whilst the Paying Agent is Banque Cantonale de Genève, 17 Quai de l’Ile, CH-1204 Genève. In respect of the units distributed in or from
Switzerland, the place of performance and jurisdiction is at the registered office of the Swiss representative.
The basic documents of the Fund as well as the annual and, if applicable, semi-annual report may be obtained free of charge at the registered office of the
Swiss Representative.

